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The application of modern information technology and Internet technology to 
allows to carry out the informatization construction in different fields, "Golden Tax 
Project" one of the "Twelve projects" carrys out, the construction of taxation 
information system is significantly speeding up.  
In the traditional administration pattern, administrative levels depend on all 
levels administration staff members who are self-managements and self-constraints. It 
is difficult to depend on documents and self-discipline. As the national administrative 
organs of Dali State Taxation Bureau as the national administrative organ, with 
"efficient government" Bureau they set off the developing informantion tube tax at the 
pace and come up with the aim that construction prmotes management efficiency 
significantly by the pantforms. By this way, the characteristics of standard and 
supervision promote governmental operation. 
In the essay, the system of reseaching and designing is based on B/S construction, 
which is suitable for an internal administrative affairs managerment information 
system and the needs of system are based on J2EE three layers system and make use 
of Hibernate, Spring, ZK, as the mainstream technology which make the system safer, 
simpler, handier and more beautiful. The system becomes a good assistant, good 
platform to administrate the staff. It is a significant characteristic to operate strongly, 
control highly, develop easily. First, the essay analyses the importance of the system 
in details.Then, from the altual working of the tax system, the article makes a specific 
investigation about the daily official and administrative affairs mangangement in 
order to satisfy the functional and non-functional demands,which make sure the 
designing goals concrete functions and systems, structural design, including 
receptions magement, conference management, training management, business 
management, overtime management, leaving management, vehicles management, 
purchase management, instruments management and the management information 
system of tax. To ensure the system operates safely and smoothly, the dissertation 














supplements and expansions of system in the future. 
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